
RPA With
    UiPath

On-Job Training Program in

Course Duration: 60 Days



Our course is divided into
practical daily lessons, covering
RPA basics, Excel Automation,
Web Automation, Control Flows,
Exception Handling, UiPath
Orchestrator, State Machines,
real-world projects, and final
Mock Interviews. We focus on
providing hands-on experience
with numerous projects, coupled
with in-depth reviews and
feedback.

ABOUT
COURSE

Starting on
February 1st



Our course equips you with
skills that are in high demand
in sectors such as BFSI,
Healthcare, Retail, and more.
Robotic Process Automation is
revolutionizing industries by
making operations more
efficient and effective. With a
certificate in RPA with UiPath
from our course, you'll be well-
prepared to step into this fast-
growing field.

Why Choose 
RPA With UiPath 
Course

Get Started

+91 9063025728

https://rpazone.in/automation-course/


Our Advantage

Step-by-Step Learning

Real-World Projects

Expert Instructors

Mock Interviews

Lifetime Access

We guide you from RPA basics to advanced
concepts.

Apply your learnings to practical projects
that emulate real-world scenarios.

Our experienced instructors provide insightful
and timely feedback.

Weekly mock interviews help prepare you
for actual job interviews.

Continue to access our course material even
after course completion.

+91 9063025728
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Learn in real-time from industry professionals through
live sessions. This interactive approach allows for
immediate clarification of doubts and personalized
guidance.

Gain proficiency in using various automation tools
essential for campaign execution and content creation.
Practical exposure ensures you can confidently apply
your skills in real-world scenarios.

Master the fundamentals of automation to confidently
navigate interview rounds. Receive support in crafting
a compelling resume, participating in mock interviews,
and gaining career guidance.

Build a strong portfolio showcasing your practical
expertise. Develop proof of work that stands out to
potential employers, demonstrating your ability to
drive successful automation initiatives.

Upon successful completion of the course, receive an
RPAZONE certificate. This certification not only
validates your proficiency in automation but also
enhances your career opportunities.

BENEFITS OF THE
PROGRAM

LIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

HANDS-ON PRACTICE WITH TOOLS

INTERVIEW PREPARATION AND SUCCESS

PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT FOR CAREER
ADVANCEMENT

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION



COURSE 
STRUCTURE

REGISTER NOW

60 Days of live course 

Live Classes
Premium lectures on  major concepts

Mock Interviews
Weekly mock interviews

TA Sessions
Doubts clarifying sessions
 available

+91 9063025728

https://rpazone.in/automation-course/


COURSE
Curriculum

Week 1

Week 2

Implement your skills to generate Sales Reports, learn about
Selectors in UiPath, and execute a Basic Web Automation
project. The fortnight ends with a Mock Interview that
prepares you for real-world scenarios.

Dive into RPA basics and get familiar
with UiPath. Understand Variables,

Arguments, and embark on your first
Data Scraping project in UiPath. End
the fortnight with Excel Automation

Basics and a Mock Interview.

Week 3

Implement your skills to generate Sales Reports, learn about
Selectors in UiPath, and execute a Basic Web Automation
project. The fortnight ends with a Mock Interview that
prepares you for real-world scenarios.



Week 5

Week 6
Familiarize yourself with UiPath Orchestrator, its assets, and
queues. Learn to publish projects to Orchestrator and understand
the RPA project life cycle. The fortnight concludes with an intro to
State Machines and UiPath RE Framework.

Execute an End-to-End Domain
Checking Project and review the
project's successes and areas of

improvement in an in-depth
review session and Mock

Interview.

Week 7

Undertake six individual end-to-end projects to
implement and refine your RPA skills.

Week 8

Conclude the course by understanding UiPath Document and
unravel its basics and a deeper dive. Finish your course with
final Mock Interviews, equipping you for real-world job
interviews.

Week 4
Apply your skills to an End-to-
End Shopper Project, followed

by a comprehensive project
review and Mock Interview.

https://rpazone.in/automation-course/


COURSE
FEE

Our comprehensive RPA
with UiPath training
course is available at an
investment of ₹25,000.
This fee covers all
course materials, live
training sessions,
project reviews, and
mock interviews.

Join Now

www.rpazone.in

25000

+91 9063025728

https://rpazone.in/automation-course/
https://rpazone.in/automation-course/


Take your career to the next
level with our RPA with
UiPath Course. Don't miss
this opportunity to learn from
the best and gain a
competitive edge in the job
market.

Enroll Now

"Invest in your future with
our RPA with UiPath Training
Course – the key to unlock a
world of automation
opportunities!"

ENROLL NOW!

+91 9063025728

https://rpazone.in/automation-course/
https://rpazone.in/automation-course/


Thank
You

WWW . R P A Z O N E . I N

+91 9063025728


